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Researcher
ABSTRACT

Translation is a process of finding a TL equivalent for an SL utterance. Sometimes there is a problem in this study which was just what should be done when has the SL meaning either a TL word for it or a TL word which was useable but not completely satisfying; and translator which did not understand about translation strategies would be confused.

This study was the answer of the difficulties by putting forward some translation strategies which was adopted from English theories which was written by Newmark and Indonesian theories which was written by Tim MGMP Bahasa Indonesia. This study was a study which focuses on semantic translation. The applied study was done by analyze some texts which was written on package of instant noodle. The analysis used some dictionaries as references.

This study is continuation of Lasse Winther Wehner paper whose title “Translation Theory: The Snow Debate and Beyond”. In the paper just analysed two novels used two translation strategies; but this study explained more translation strategies; and gave more explanation and practical problem as example.
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